when to see an
Q&A: Epileptologist
Q: What is an
Epileptologist?
• An adult or pediatric neurologist who
specializes in the diagnosis and treatment
of epilepsy and seizure disorders
• Generally hold board certification in
Neurology, Neurosurgery, or
Pediatric Neurology

Q: When to see an
Epileptologist?
• To confirm your epilepsy diagnosis
• If your seizures are not under control
after three months of care by your primary
care physician or after one year of care by a
general neurologist
• If your seizures are not under control despite
trying two or three different medications
• If you are experiencing unwanted side effects
from medications
• If you have other medical conditions or
considerations that affect or are affected
by epilepsy
• If you are pregnant or want to become pregnant

Q: What Questions
Should I ask during
*
my visit?
• What type of epilepsy do I have?
• Am I likely to have more seizures if I don’t get
medication or other treatments?
• If I need medication, what side effects can I
expect? What should I do when I notice these
side effects?
• What should I do if I have another seizure?
• Is it safe for me to drive? If not, when will it be
safe to start driving again?
• Is it safe for me to swim?
• Are there any other activities I should be
cautious about participating in?
• Is it safe for me to drink alcohol?
• Could brain surgery be effective in stopping
my seizures?
• What should I tell my friends, co-workers, and
family members about this condition?
• What support organizations for epilepsy are in
my area?
*SOURCE: WebMD Medical Reference Reviewed
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Q: Where to find an Epileptologist?
• The American Epilepsy Society works to ensure that people with seizures are able to get
the assistance they need.
Click on this link to search for a specialist by state and zip code:
https://www.aesnet.org/for_patients/find_a_doctor

